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- Robert Klein, 1952-2018

“There is an old Israeli army saying.

A commanding officer can never say the

word ‘forward’. It has a negative connotation 

to it that implies that you’re leading men to 

battle and you will do nothing but stand

there and watch. Say ‘follow me’ –

follow me and we will 

do this together.”
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Protecting
and preserving
properties is
imperative to
ensuring communities 
do not become
overrun with blight 
and properties
remain secure. 

In the early stages
of the COVID-19 pandemic, Safeguard
maintained its consistent, high servicing 
standards and experienced no 
performance issues. As states 
began issuing stay-at-home 
or shelter-in-place orders, we 
addressed issues in the field 
as they arose, and our vendor 
network was able to complete 
work in areas where it was not 
prohibited completely.  

We also successfully adapted 
procedures to complete
insurance loss inspections while
maintaining social distancing guidelines. 
This included acquiring client sign-off for 
phone interviews with homeowners and 
obtaining photos directly from them.

Although our Ohio and Texas offices were 
affected by the stay-at-home orders, we 
continued to operate at full capacity with 

essential staff in the office and others
working from home effectively. The

transition to a remote workforce was
seamless, as Safeguard continued to

remain prepared to effectively
handle any challenge.

Now that we are several months into 2021, 
we remain in a position of strength,

arriving here by never standing still, and 
continually adapting

our offerings and experiences 
to meet the needs of our client 

base. That will continue to be
our strategy moving forward.

We will remain successful
by remembering this

company was founded 31
years ago on the belief that

Customer Service = Resolution.

In this report, we focus on key 
areas of the business to ensure

your portfolios remain secure and
protected. You will learn of Safeguard’s

simple 5-step approach to conveying
properties within 30 days,

Executive Statement
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Click to view
welcome message

https://safeguardproperties.vids.io/videos/a79dddb01e1ae6c32e/safeguard-industry-outlook-intro-3-15-mp4
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in addition to new legislation and existing 
eviction and foreclosure moratoriums. 
Technology will continue to be a major
focus in 2021, with Safeguard investing
a significant amount of money in
cloud computing.

Relationships with clients, municipalities, 
and code enforcement will remain at
the top of our list of priorities, with a
heavy focus on enhancing customer
service efforts.

Safeguard has been closely monitoring 
forecasts for increased volumes in the
coming months. We assure you that
we have the capacity to fulfill those
orders through our national network
of inspectors and contractors.

I am confident Safeguard will remain
the industry leader by continuing to
operate from a position of strength.

We are equipped to anticipate and
fulfill our clients’ vast array of needs.

Guided by the belief that customer
service is key, we will keep moving

forward and never stand still.

Best regards,

Alan Jaffa, CEO
Safeguard Properties
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FHA Conveyance
How to Successfully Convey a Property Within 30 Days

End-to-End Conveyance
Our passion is on time, claimable loans.

Presale Conveyance Condition
From the moment we enter the property, loans are driven to conveyance condition
to ensure timely conveyance post sale.

Post Sale Case Management
White glove standard is applied to each loan to help get properties over the finish line on time.

97%

MORTGAGE FIELD SERVICES SPRING OUTLOOK 2021

97% of properties that
  follow Safeguard’s best
    practices convey on time

Initial Secure 
Address all
conditions 
pre-sale with
the exception
of debris to
increase on-time
conveyance by
a large margin.

Damages
Identify and
document
any and all
damages.

Disposition
Capitalize on

opportunity
where gains

possible.
(i.e. good

property, buy
and rehab;

off-set losses
on other

properties.)

Allowables
Provided for

issues, such as 
mold, roof and 

water rather
than walking 

away from the
property and 

risking further 
damage.

Claims
Repair

concurrent
to the claim
conclusion

proceeding the 
adjustor‘s visit.

4 5321
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A Simple 5-Step Approach

The FHA Single Family Housing Policy Handbook requires a handful of very specific
conditions in which the property must be prior to conveying the loan back to HUD:

• The property is undamaged by big 6 damages.

• The property is secured and, if applicable, winterized.

• All insured damages including theft and vandalism are repaired per
   the scope of work.

• Interior and exterior debris are removed and property is in
   broom-swept condition.

• The property’s lawn is maintained, and all vehicles and any other
   personal property.

• The property has good and marketable title

Prior to the foreclosure sale, if your disposition strategy takes the property down the
path of conveyance back to HUD, then the goal should become getting the property into 
conveyance condition with the exception of debris removal, prior to the foreclosure sale.

Once the foreclosure sale is held, debris is removed and the property is ready to convey
to HUD. Servicer generated allowable(s) to cure extenuating conditions such as mold,
roof and water reduce the risk of further damage and elongated timelines.

Repairing big 6 damages concurrent to the conclusion of a hazard insurance claim once
the adjustor has been dispatched to the property coupled with an allowable for
supplement claims greatly reduces the timeline post sale.

MORTGAGE FIELD SERVICES SPRING OUTLOOK 2021
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Mitigating Book Loss
Paying for property preservation services but not being able to claim the expense to
the insurer or investor is a top concern for mortgage servicers. Safeguard has stepped 
through several specific process flows that lead to book loss and have made suggestions 
for improvement.

 
• Over-allowable requests sent to HUD (MCM) getting denied for non-timely foreclosure.

The best practice we have seen is designating a specific point of contact to receive
these denials, ensuring clients have a workload system so they can track the open
requests to their attorney network. Once the chronology is returned, have someone
carefully review, add in servicing details (bankruptcy, loss mitigation activity, etc.)
and make sure all time periods are covered. Ensure it is complete before appealing
the denial.
 

• Incomplete Assessment at First Entry.  
All liability shifts to the mortgagee upon first entry into the property. You either
document it or you pay for it. Safeguard has stood up a practice where we complete
a second, independent review of initial secure work orders 45 days after the first review. 
We are confirming that the secondary processes of bids, appeals, and damages were 
completed fully and accurately, and revalidating the complete assessment.  
 

• Bid After the Fact (BATF)
Given all the rules at play and the possibility of having multiple orders open at
the same time, it is possible to run over allowable limits unintentionally. We have
stood up practices to systemically check investor set limits versus expenditures
and proactively launch over-allowable requests to cover the expense. 
 

MORTGAGE FIELD SERVICES SPRING OUTLOOK 2021
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PRESERVATION REGULATORY & COMPLIANCE UPDATE

Across the Nation

The focus across the nation in 2020 and continuing in 2021 is
and was the COVID foreclosure and eviction moratoriums:

• The CDC’s Moratorium halted residential evictions
   for non-payment of rent and is extended to at
   least March 31, 2021

• Federally-back mortgages also continue under
   suspension of evictions and foreclosures for the
   FHFA, HUD, and VA until at least March 31, 2021

• Servicers are reminded of what they can, and in
   some case must, continue to do to preserve
   properties during the moratoriums:

- Door knocks 

- Cash for keys

- Determining vacant and
   abandoned properties

- Maintaining state and local code
   and ordinance compliance

Legal - Regulatory Compliance

MORTGAGE FIELD SERVICES SPRING OUTLOOK 2021
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Within the States

Many states remained active with legislation in 2020, for both COVID and non-COVID
preservation initiatives, many of which will impact servicing procedures and protocol
in 2021, if enacted:

• While some states have extended state COVID-related moratoriums, many states
   have not, and servicers need to be aware of states having no restrictions for
   conventional mortgages and when the federal moratoriums expire

• Several state proposed bills are on the 2021 radar and, if enacted, will necessitate
   changes in standard preservation procedures:

- NY SB 1579 would require a plaintiff in a foreclosure action 
to maintain a property that is vacant, becomes vacant, or is 
abandoned by the mortgagor but occupied by tenant,

  which will change the nature of occupancy inspections

- NJ AB 2877 would require vacant properties to be secured 
with a sign posted inside the property visible to outside with 

contact info for multiple parties,  including the servicer, party
accepting service of process, and preservation company

- NJ AB 3177 would require servicers to maintain the interior
   of a vacant property

- FL HB 1393 permits a county or municipality to notify a mortgagee/
servicer that a residential property has been determined to be

abandoned and nuisance. The bill also permits a mortgagee/servicer
to request a determination that a property is vacant/abandoned,

allowing for securing and preservation. The bill requires a 7-day
notice period before entry into a property.

MORTGAGE FIELD SERVICES SPRING OUTLOOK 2021
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• 2020 was a difficult year for municipalities. Tax revenues were down,
   and several cities have experienced large layoffs affecting a number of departments.

• Code officers were focused on enforcement of COVID-19 mandates versus property
   and building violations.

• Departments were furloughed for weeks and months.

• Total number of violations received in 2020 was 6,895.

• Volume dropped significantly throughout the year, with total violations
   received in December 2020 the lowest in more than 15 years.

Code Compliance

MORTGAGE FIELD SERVICES SPRING OUTLOOK 2021
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Grass, debris and securing continue to be the top three violation issues being cited.
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STATE VIOLATIONS

864

583

537

485

267

256

209

194

187

178

3760

55%

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

OHIO

ILLINOIS

PENNSYLVANIA

NEW JERSEY

CALIFORNIA

MARYLAND

OKLAHOMA

TEXAS

TOTAL

% TOTAL

New York  # % of all state violations

  • Debris   217 20.19% 
  • Exterior Repair  177 16.47%
  • No Info Provided 169 15.72%
  • Grass   156 14.5%
  • Securing   129 12%

Florida
  • Grass  229 35.23%
  • Debris  168 25.85%
  • Exterior Repair 169 20.1%
  • Landscaping  125 19.2% 
  • No Info Provided 86 13.23%

Ohio
  • Grass  212 33.7%
  • Debris  158 25.1%
  • Exterior Repair 112 17.8%
  • No Info Provided 109 17.3%
  • Roof   6 10.6% 

Pennsylvania
  • No Info Provided 90 28%
  • Grass  84 26.4%
  • Debris  47 14.8%
  • Exterior Repair 34 10.6%
  • Landscaping  25 7.8%

Illinois
  • Grass  72 31.3%
  • Exterior Repair 103 9%
  • Debris  93 7.86%
  • No Info Provided 92 16.9%
  • Permits  51 9.4%

MORTGAGE FIELD SERVICES SPRING OUTLOOK 2021

Code Violations 2020 - States

55% of all violations came from 10 states.

55%
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Code Violations 2020- Cities

CITY VIOLATIONS

94

81

68

66

63

55

45
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35
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9%

Cincinnati, OH

Chicago, IL

Baltimore, MD

Jacksonville, FL

Tulsa, OK

Albuquerque, NM

Bronx, NY

Columbus, OH

Euclid, OH

Las Vegas, NV

TOTAL

% TOTAL

Cincinnati, OH  # % of all city violations

  • Debris   40 41.67% 
  • Grass   35 36.46%
  • Exterior Repair 22 22.92%
  • Signage   19 19.79%
  • Securing   18 18.75%

Chicago, IL
  • Exterior Repair 32 36.78%
  • Permit  23 26.44%
  • No Info Provided 20 22.99%
  • Securing  19 21.84% 
  • Internal Repair 18 17.24%

Baltimore, MD
  • Debris  34 47.22%
  • Grass  18 25%
  • Securing  17 23.61%
  • Exterior Repair 12 16.67%
  • Landscaping  5 6.94% 

Tulsa, OK
  • No Info Provided 35 47.95%
  • Securing  17 23.29%
  • Grass  16 21.92%
  • Debris  14 19.18%
  • Utility  3 4.11%

Jacksonville, FL
  • Grass  27 38%
  • Debris  16 22.5%
  • No Info Provided 15 21.3%
  • Landscaping  13 18.1%
  • Exterior Repair 12 16.9%9% of all violations came from 10 cities.

9%
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For the Top 5 states and our Top 5 cities the four main reasons violations are issued are for
exterior debris, grass, securing and exterior repairs (fences, handrails, porch steps, etc.).

Recommendations include:

• Consolidating exterior debris in fence yard, shed or a garage out of site.

• Increase frequency of grass cuts to weekly during the spring months
   when growth rate is high.

• Clear boarding versus plywood boarding.

• Replace missing or damage handrails, gutters, or downspouts.

• Repair or replace damaged exterior stairs and deck boards.

The New York Department of Financial Services (NYDFS) continues to focus on the following:
 

• Must have ingress and egress through the front door. Remove any boarding and
   install a security door (metal Home Depot door).

• House number must be visible on the home or mailbox.

• Tarps on the roof must be intact if present – secured to the roof with no holes.

• Grass, including hedges and edges, trimmed (big driver of neighbor complaints).  

• Debris removed.

• Gutters intact with proper downspouts draining away from the home and
   not on neighbors’ properties.

• Exterior handrails intact.

• Chimneys intact – no missing bricks.

• Exterior stairs in good condition. Treads safe and walkable with no damage.

• No chipping paint. This can be on the house, detached garage or outbuilding. 
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2021 Goals for Code Compliance

• Re-enforce connections and relationships with local jurisdictions.   
          - Single point of contact – We have assigned single points of contact to high risk jurisdictions.      
          - Connecting with local governments – Continue working with the American Association of
             Code Enforcement (AACE) and state code associations. 

• Partnership and outreach with the NYDFS.  
          - Ensure strong communication and single
             point of contact for resolution. 

• Client assignments.   
          - Single point of contact for our clients
             has been enacted.  

• Prepared to scale
          – Updated standard operating
              procedures and training
              documents for internal staff.  
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The requirements are precise in property preservation. Ensuring the correct photo,
at the correct angle, with the right watermark can be difficult. The biggest challenge is
requiring that precision from independent contractors with varying backgrounds and
training. Safeguard has tried to solve this issue by implementing new processes
and sharpening our internal systems.

FIELD

Quality Through Engineering

MORTGAGE FIELD SERVICES SPRING OUTLOOK 2021

Moble App
Station by Station
Assessment

01111001 01100101
01110011 00101111
01101110 01101111

Prompting for 
Pre-Labeled 
Photos

Logic Overlays
on Cost-to-Date +
Investor Allowables

Asking Binary 
Questions (Yes/No)
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OFFICE
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DATA

Received Results are
Isolated for Risk

Work
Completed
is Coded at
a Task Level

Bids & Damages
Validated and
Submitted to Investor

Tasks are Mapped 
into Client Invoice 
System

Mining for Inconsistency 
(e.g. sump pump
present no electricity)

Mining for Loss Potential 
(e.g. pumped water from 

basement multiple times)

Mining for Risk
(e.g. roof is tarped

with no bid for repair)
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NATIONAL EVICTION MORATORIUM

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Moratorium (CDC Order)

• Temporary halt on residential evictions for non-payment of rent to prevent
   the further spread of COVID-19.

• Protects “covered persons,” defined as any tenant, lessee, or resident of a residential
   property who provides their landlord a declaration of COVID-19-related financial
   hardship signed under penalty of perjury.

• On February 16, 2021, President Biden signed an executive order mandating
   the CDC extend the moratorium until at least June 30, 2021.

National Moratoriums

• Federally-Backed Mortgages (FHFA & HUD)

• Evictions of persons residing in properties secured by federally-backed
   loans are suspended.

• On January 19, 2021, FHFA extended moratorium until at least February 28, 2021.

• On February 16, 2021, HUD extended moratorium through June 30, 2021.

Evictions

MORTGAGE FIELD SERVICES SPRING OUTLOOK 2021
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What Can Mortgage Servicers Do During the Eviction Moratorium?

• Inspections and Door Knocks: Please be mindful of COVID-19 protocol. However, door
   knocks and inspections will give servicers the opportunity to assess the status of the
   occupants and update occupancy status.

- Due to state laws regarding abandoned properties, also known in some as
   Zombie Properties, servicers need to continue inspecting for vacant properties.

• Cash for Keys: This is at the risk of knowing that any opportunity to enforce defaults
   by the occupants is limited due to the moratorium and court backlogs.

• Vacant and Abandoned Property Preservation:
   Properties that fall under the “vacant and abandoned” property status should still be
   secured and maintained.

• Local Law and Code Enforcement:
   Servicers should be mindful of local code requirements and health and safety issues
   due to COVID-19.

MORTGAGE FIELD SERVICES SPRING OUTLOOK 2021
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Over the past few years, we have experienced a downturn in volume, allowing time to
adjust business practices and prepare for fluctuations in the market. It also has given us
an opportunity to adjust processes for the latest crisis, the COVID-19 pandemic. To scale 
our nationwide vendor network, Safeguard completed the following actions:

• Streamlined Vendor Onboarding Process

- Introduced the Expedited Vendor program that allows vendors to immediately sign up
   with Safeguard and access orders same day through our Open Order Marketplace.

- Rolled out our Quick Start Insurance Program, which allows potential vendors to test
   working with Safeguard prior to meeting required insurance thresholds/requirements.

- Reorganized the credentialing process to get vendors into our active network quicker,
   while also ensuring that they have the necessary tools and information to succeed
   in the field. 

- Partnered with a third party to provide background checks for vendors, eliminating
   the need for them to obtain on their own.

• Enhanced Technology for Vendors

- Made enhancements to optimize our vendor-facing website, safeguardvendors.com.
   These changes help the vendors navigate themselves through the onboarding process.

- Created an online learning portal to allow vendors to self-learn our processes
   and mobile applications on their own time instead of via scheduled facilitated
   conference calls.

Scaling for Volume

MORTGAGE FIELD SERVICES SPRING OUTLOOK 2021
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• Increased Vendor Recruiting Efforts

- Partnered with new third-party recruiting companies to assist with the onboarding
   of vendors in areas that have been challenging in the past.

- Tapped into multiple, innovative new channels to recruit
   talent across the U.S. and Puerto Rico.

Safeguard’s efforts resulted in us doubling the
number of company starts in 2020 and beginning
of 2021 compared to 2019.

• 2019: 1,642 vendor company starts
• 2020-Mar. 2021: 3,268 vendor company starts

MORTGAGE FIELD SERVICES SPRING OUTLOOK 2021
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Investment in Technology

Safeguard leads the industry in the development of award-winning technologies that are powered 
by mobile and guiding the field services industry into the future. The next step in our technological 
evolution is a migration to the cloud through Amazon Web Services (AWS) in 2021. 

Safeguard has chosen AWS to host some of workloads based on:

Technology & Innovation

MORTGAGE FIELD SERVICES SPRING OUTLOOK 2021

Scalability
With AWS cloud 
computing, we
are provisioning
the amount of
resources that we 
actually need.
We can scale these 
resources up or 
down to instantly 
grow and shrink 
capacity as our 
business needs 
change.

Security
AWS cloud
computing is
architected to 
protect information, 
identities,
applications,
and devices. It will 
help improve our 
ability to meet
core security
and compliance 
requirements.

Availability
We will be able to 
deploy technology 
services in a matter 
of minutes, and
get from idea to 
implementation 
faster than before, 
allowing us to
experiment and
test new ideas.

Applicability
The cloud gives
us easy access
to a broad range
of technologies
so that we can 
innovate faster 
through things
like infrastructure 
services, IoT,
machine learning, 
data lakes and
analytics.
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SafeView Access

In the past year, Safeguard has made significant enhancements to our client portal,
SafeView Access, through the following new tools:

• Stop All Work Button: This tool allows clients to cancel all work at a property,
   either by type or in total. It also allows them to mark a property as no longer
   in their inventory, preventing any further orders from being placed.

• Property Flags: Clients can declare a property as ineligible to receive work
   of any type, including grass, snow, inspections, maintenance, or all orders
   in general through this feature.

• Mass Upload Tool for Property Flags/Order Cancellation: This tool allows clients
   to tailor the types of orders that each property is eligible to receive, when work should
   be prevented, and cancel entire subsets of orders for large populations of inventory.

• Message to Contractors: Clients have the
   ability to view communications between
   Safeguard and our vendors at the work
   order level, giving clients a better
   understanding of the situation at
   any of their properties.

• Order Status Tracker: This feature allows
   clients to view the status of any order for
   any property in their portfolio. Information
   is broken down by major order status and
   all of the milestones that occur during
   those statuses.

In 2021, SafeView Access will undergo several 
exciting changes that will make it easier to use 
and provide more robust information and
reporting than ever before. 
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About Safeguard Properties

Safeguard Properties is the mortgage field services industry leader, inspecting and
preserving vacant and foreclosed properties across the U.S. for more than 30 years.
With a focus and investment in innovative technologies, Safeguard provides the highest 
quality service to our clients by proactively developing industry best practices and quality 
control procedures. We pride ourselves in our dedication to working with community
leaders and officials to eliminate blight and stabilize neighborhoods across the country. 
Learn more at www.safeguardproperties.com.

Industry Solutions

Services

• Property Inspections

• Property Preservation

• REO Maintenance

• Yard Maintenance
   & Snow Removal

• FHA Conveyance

• Property Registration

• Estimates & Repairs

• High-Risk Code Enforcement

• Property Sanitization
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Contact

Tim Rath, AVP of Business Development

216-312-0865

tim.rath@safeguardproperties.com

http://www.safeguardproperties.com
mailto:tim.rath%40safeguardproperties.com?subject=
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SAFEGUARD PROPERTIES:
The standard of mortgage field services since 1990.


